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Abstract B
ACKGROUND CONTEXT: Considerable debate exists regarding the optimal surgical

approach for adult spinal deformity (ASD). It remains unclear which approach, posterior-only or

combined anterior-posterior (AP), is more cost-effective. Our goal is to determine the 2-year cost

per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) for each approach.

PURPOSE: To compare the 2-year cost-effectiveness of surgical treatment for ASD between the

posterior-only approach and combined AP approach.

STUDY DESIGN: Retrospective economic analysis of a prospective, multicenter database

PATIENT SAMPLE: From a prospective, multicenter surgical database of ASD, patients under-

going five or more level fusions through a posterior-only or AP approach were identified and

compared.

METHODS: QALYs gained were determined using baseline, 1-year, and 2-year postoperative

Short Form 6D. Cost was calculated from actual, direct hospital costs including any subsequent

readmission or revision. Cost-effectiveness was determined using cost/QALY gained.

RESULTS: The AP approach showed significantly higher index cost than the posterior-only

approach ($84,329 vs. $64,281). This margin decreased at 2-year follow-up with total costs of

$89,824 and $73,904, respectively. QALYs gained at 2 years were similar with 0.21 and 0.17 in

the posterior-only and the AP approaches, respectively. The cost/QALY at 2 years after surgery

was significantly higher in the AP approach ($525,080) than in the posterior-only approach

($351,086).

CONCLUSIONS: We assessed 2-year cost-effectiveness for the surgical treatment through poste-

rior-only and AP approaches. The posterior-only approach is less expensive both for the index sur-

gery and at 2-year follow-up. The QALY gained at 2-years was similar between the two

approaches. Thus, posterior-only approach was more cost-effective than the AP approach under

our study parameters. However, both approaches were not cost-effective at 2-year follow-up. ©
2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: A
dult spinal deformity; Cost-effectiveness; Posterior-only approach; Combined anteroposterior approach;

QALY; Complications
Introduction

Adult spinal deformity (ASD) is becoming an increas-

ingly common disorder due to the growing elderly popula-

tion [1]. A recent prospective study showed that surgical

treatment is superior to nonsurgical treatment in symptom-

atic ASD with regards to improvement in health-related

quality of life [2].

Posterior fusion surgery (PSF) has been a mainstay of

the surgical treatment for ASD. A posterior-only approach

is typically utilized to avoid staging a second trip to the

operating room but can increase surgical time, intraopera-

tive blood loss, proximal junctional failure, or pseudarthro-

sis [3].

On the other hand, some surgeons advocate combined

anteroposterior (AP) approach to minimize these complica-

tions, especially pseudarthrosis in the setting of circumfer-

ential fusion [4,5]. Advantages with the anterior approach

include less intraoperative bleeding and better restoration

of lumbar lordosis using a large, lordotic interbody cage.

However, staged combined AP procedures may increase

the risk of infection or other medical complications [6,7].

Although effective, surgical treatment of ASD is expen-

sive since it often requires blood transfusion, prolonged

hospital stays, and complex procedures such as osteoto-

mies, long segment spinal fusions or circumferential

approach as well as relatively high reoperation rate up to

20% within 5 years [8−11]. No cost-effective analysis
comparing posterior only to the AP approach has been per-

formed. The purpose of this study was to perform a cost-

effectiveness analysis comparing posterior only to the AP

approach for ASD with a 2-year time horizon from the hos-

pital perspective.
Methods

Subjects

From a prospective, multicenter ASD database, patients

undergoing 5 or more level fusions with posterior-only or

combined AP approach between 2008 and 2013 were iden-

tified. Patients were included if they were diagnosed with

ASD, and complete 2-year follow-up health-related quality

of life and direct cost data were available. ASD was defined

as a coronal Cobb angle ≥20˚, sagittal vertical axis ≥5 cm,

pelvic tilt (PT) ≥25˚, and thoracic kyphosis ≥60˚. Patients
with deformity secondary to neuromuscular disorders, con-

nective tissue or autoimmune diseases, infection, malig-

nancy, or trauma were excluded. Of 196 surgical ASD

patients eligible for 2-year follow-up, 163 (83%) had com-

plete preoperative and 2-year SF-6D data. Of these, 117

had complete cost data, and index and 2-year QALY data.

Seventy-two patients underwent a posterior-only approach

(PSF group) and 45 underwent a combined AP approach

(AP group).



Table 2

Surgical and hospital stay characteristics of the patients in each approach

Parameters PSF group

(n=72)

AP group

(n=45)

p Value

Surgical time (minutes) 404 § 114 386 § 150 .462

EBL (g) 1,643 § 1,678 945 § 895 .015

Levels fused 12.4 § 3.9 12.2 § 3.8 .789

Interbody fusion (%) 29 100 <.001

3COs (%) 29 13 .048

PSO (%) 25 8 .011

VCR (%) 4 4 .533

BMP use (%) 63 73 .227

Length of stay (days) 8.2 § 6.0 7.4 § 4.3 .437

Mean § Standard Deviation.

PSF: posterior-only approach, AP: combined anterior-posterior

approach.

BMP: Bone Morphogenetic Protein; EBL: Estimated Blood Loss;

3COs: three-column osteotomies; PSO: pedicle subtraction osteotomy;

VCR: vertebral column resection.

Bold letters represent p<.05.
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Cost-effectiveness analysis

Quality-adjusted life year (QALYs) gained were deter-

mined using preoperative, 1-year, and 2-year postopera-

tive Short Form 6D (SF-6D). In brief, SF-6D was

developed to evaluate economic value based on SF-36

[12]. Brazier et al. used the standard gamble valuation

technique to obtain utility values on 249 of the possible

health states of 836 respondents, and created an algorithm

to generate a continuous index for health scored from 0

(dead) to 1 (perfect health) [12]. This SF-6D index was

used in the assessment of the QALYs. Cost was calcu-

lated from actual, direct hospital costs and included any

subsequent treatment of complications, readmission, revi-

sion, emergency room, or outpatient visits. Cost-effective-

ness was determined by total cost per QALY. TreeAge

Pro software was used to perform the cost-effectiveness

analysis. A decision tree model was used to take into

account the different incidence of revision surgeries

between both groups.
Statistical analysis

Difference between groups were analyzed using Fisher

exact probability test or Mann-Whitney U test depending

on the variable type. All statistical analyses were performed

using SPSS Statistics 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). A sta-

tistical significance was defined as p value <.05.
Table 3

2-year revision surgery data in each approach

PSF group AP group p Value
Results

Patient demographics are shown in Table 1. The PSF

group had slightly lower score in baseline SF-6D, however,

there was no difference in age, gender, BMI, ASA grade, or

Charlson comorbidity index between the groups.

Surgery and hospital stay

In the PSF group, more osteotomies were performed

compared with the AP group, and EBL was significantly

greater. However, there was no difference in surgical time,
Table 1

Background characteristics of the patients in each approach

Parameter P group

(n=72)

AP group

(n=45)

p Value

Age (years) 58.7 § 14.9 58.6 § 7.7 .993

Gender (female %) 85 86 .772

BMI 28.2 § 6.6 27.4 § 5.1 .489

ASA grade 2.5 § 0.6 2.4 § 0.5 .380

CCI 2.0 § 1.7 1.8 § 1.8 .591

Baseline SF-6D 0.53 § 0.11 0.59 § 0.12 .006

Mean § Standard Deviation.

PSF: posterior-only approach, AP: combined anterior-posterior

approach.

ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists; BMI: body mass index;

CCI: Charlson comorbidity index; SF-6D: short form 6D.

Bold letters represent p<.05.
levels fused, bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) use, and

length of stay. All the patients underwent interbody fusion

in the AP group whereas only 29% of the patients in the

PSF group had an interbody fusion (Table 2).
Revision surgery

There was no difference in the rate of revision surgery

(Table 3) between the two groups. Nineteen patients (26%)

underwent revision surgery in the PSF group whereas nine

patients (20%) had a revision in the AP group (p=.508). In

the PSF group, 15 patients had one revision surgery, two

patients had two revisions, and two patients had three revi-

sions after the index surgery within 2 years. In the AP

group, 6 patients had one revision surgery, one patient had

two revisions, and two patients had three revisions after the
(n=72) (n=45)

Patients undergoing revision (%) 19 (26%) 9 (20%) .508

Number of revisions

1 15 6

2 2 1

3 2 2

Cause of revision

Adjacent degeneration 1 1 1.000

Implant prominence/malposition 1 1 1.000

Infection 1 3 .158

DJK 1 0 1.000

PJK 8 4 .765

Malalignment 3 1 1.000

Neurological deficit 0 2 .146

Pseudarthrosis 10 2 .126

PSF: posterior-only approach, AP: combined anterior-posterior

approach.

DJK: distal junctional kyphosis, PJK: proximal junctional kyphosis.



igure. Decision tree for cost-effectiveness of posterior-only approach and anteroposterior combined approach. The cost-effectiveness (CE) and the

cidence of revision in each stage. The posterior-only approach (PSF) is more cost-effective than combined anteroposterior approach (AP) at 2-year after

rgery.
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index surgery within 2 years (Figure). Infection was more

common in the AP group and pseudarthrosis was more

common in the PSF group, however, this difference was not

statistically significant.
Cost-effectiveness

The cost/QALY at 2 years after surgery was significantly

higher in the AP approach than in the posterior-only

approach. Thus, the posterior-only approach was the domi-

nant procedure and more cost-effective. Comparison of cost

and QALY was shown in Table 4. QALY gained was 0.21

and 0.17 in the posterior-only and AP approach, respec-

tively. The AP approach showed significantly higher cost
Table 4

Comparison of cost and QALY between the two approaches

PSF group

(n=72)

AP group

(n=45)

p Value

Cost

Index $64,281 § 21,473 $84,329 § 25,606 <.001

2-year total $73,904 § 33,394 $89,824 § 31,594 .011

QALY

2-year postoperative 1.27 § 0.24 1.35 § 0.26 .109

2-year improvement 0.21 § 0.22 0.17 § 0.20 .317

Cost effectiveness $351,086 $525,080 <.001

Mean § Standard Deviation.

PSF: posterior-only approach, AP: combined anterior-posterior

approach.

QALY: quality-adjusted life years.

Bold letters represent p<.05.
than the posterior-only approach in the index surgery

(p<.001) and the 2-year cumulative cost (p=.011). The mar-

gin at the index surgery decreased at 2-year follow-up.

QALYs gained was slightly higher in the posterior-only

approach although the difference was not statistically sig-

nificant (p=.317).
Discussion

The last two decades have seen a rapid increase in the

prevalence of ASD with a concomitant 4-fold increase in

rates of surgical care for ASD [13]. As well, the cost has

increased drastically with a 230% increase in CMS charges

per inpatient stay for ASD surgery in the United States

from 2000 to 2010 [14]. This rapid increase in prevalence

and cost places a large target on ASD surgery for payors

and policy makers. In efforts to provide value and to sustain

our ability to perform these types of procedures, spine sur-

geons have a responsibility to understand the cost of care as

well as clinical efficacy in the clinical setting. The goals of

surgical treatment for ASD are to decompress the neural

elements, restore coronal and sagittal alignment, and obtain

a solid fusion while minimizing complications. A large

variety of surgical approaches and techniques are available

to achieve these goals, in which posterior-only and com-

bined AP approaches have gained popularity. The optimal

approach remains unclear in terms of clinical efficacy or

cost-effectiveness.

Cost-effectiveness is another important factor since the

treatment of ASD is costly regardless of the approach [15]

and the number of surgeries for ASD is increasing. We
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assessed the cost-effectiveness of surgery through posterior-

only and combined AP approaches. The index cost was sig-

nificantly higher in the AP group ($84,329) than in the PSF

group ($64,281). The higher initial cost in the AP group

may be attributed to the staged procedure (51%). This trend

was maintained at 2-year postoperatively although the 2-

year total cost in the PSF group ($73,904) tended to catch

up with costs in the AP group ($89,824). The PSF group

had higher revision rate (26%) than the AP group (20%)

although the difference was not statistically significant,

which is the primary driver of the decreased cost gap

between the groups at 2-year after surgery compared with

the index cost.

Surgeons such as Suk and Lenke have advocated for pos-

terior-only approach for ASD surgery and has since become

increasingly common [16,17]. Advances in pedicle screw

instrumentation and advances in posterior osteotomy tech-

niques enable greater correction without the need for ante-

rior releases [18]. Several studies compared the

radiographic and clinical outcomes between posterior-only

and combined approaches, and showed superior or equiva-

lent clinical and radiographic outcomes and less periopera-

tive complications in posterior-only approach [19−22].
However, a higher rate of pseudarthrosis of up to 17% has

been reported in posterior-only approach [3]. Anterior

approach provides a better environment for fusion by allow-

ing for placement of bone graft with larger surface area in

compression. This can minimize the risk of pseudarthrosis.

In our cohort, pseudarthrosis was more prevalent in the PSF

group (14%) compared with the AP group (4%). Some

authors advocate the off-label use of rh-BMP to mitigate

the risk of pseudarthrosis when treating with posterior-only

approach [23]. The utilization of rh-BMP can increase the

surgical cost in the posterior-only approach although there

was no difference in rh-BMP use between the groups in our

cohort. Anterior approach also allows effective sagittal cor-

rection and may eliminate the need for the three-column

osteotomies (3COs) [4,5]. Our results mimic this finding

with more 3COs performed with more EBL in the PSF

group. Additionally, higher risk of infection and blood

transfusion were reported in staged combined AP approach

[24−26]. Similarly, in our cohort, infection was more com-

mon in the AP group.

There was no difference in the QALY gained at 2-year

postoperatively with 0.21 in the PSF group and 0.17 in the

AP group. The QALY gain of this study was consistent

with previous ASD studies [27,28]. Fischer et al. examined

the cost of ASD surgery, and estimated 2-year cost/QALY

as $243,762 [27]. Similarly, Yagi et al. estimated 2-year

cost/QALY as $511,840 in the United States and $225,668

in Japan [28]. These variations may be due to heteroge-

neous nature of ASD; ASD includes a variety of patholo-

gies such as adult idiopathic scoliosis, de novo scoliosis

and kyphosis. Patients with ASD consist of various age

groups and have various comorbidities. In addition, the

resource utilization, such as rh-BMP, other graft material,
blood products and implant type, is at the discretion of sur-

geons. These multiple factors may contribute to the wide

range of cost/QALY values reported.

Both groups had much higher cost/QALY than $100,000

per QALY which is the generally accepted cost-effective-

ness threshold presented by the World Health Organization

[29] although the cost-effectiveness, calculated with 2-year

cost/QALY, was significantly higher in the AP group than

the PSF group. Under the current study’s time horizon (2-

years) neither approach is considered cost-effective. The

previous studies have shown that surgeries with a high

index surgical costs do not yield cost-effectiveness in the

short-term [30,31]. Glassman et al. examined the cost-

effectiveness of single-level instrumented posterolateral

lumbar fusion during a 5-year period [31]. The mean SF-

6D health utility value increased gradually with a cumula-

tive 0.69 QALY improvement during the 5-year interval,

resulting in a gradual decrease in cost/QALY throughout

the period. Similarly, Tosteson et al. examined the cost of

lumbar fusion surgery for degenerative spondylolisthesis,

and showed that fusion surgery was not cost-effective at 2-

year but became cost-effective at 4-year after surgery [30].

The studies suggest that cost-effectiveness is largely influ-

enced by the durability of the treatment. Bridwell et al.

showed the surgery of ASD was relatively durable. They

compared the clinical and radiographic outcomes between

at the 2-year and 3- to 5-year points, which demonstrated

that there was no deterioration in clinical and radiographic

outcomes [32]. These findings imply that the two

approaches could achieve cost-effectiveness with a longer

follow-up period. Similarly, it may be possible for AP

approach to become more cost-effective with a longer fol-

low-up period as the conclusion will depend upon the ulti-

mate revision or nonunion rate. Thus, analysis at 5-year or

more after surgery is necessary to conclude.

There are limitations in this study. First, ASD includes

heterogeneous pathologies such as idiopathic scoliosis, de

novo scoliosis and kyphosis. The approach or techniques

used may be different depending on the pathology. Second,

this is a multicenter study and resource utilization is differ-

ent depending on the surgeon/center. A recent multicenter

study showed significant heterogeneity in resource use

between medical centers [33]. The cost of instrumentation

and biologics also varies largely based on vendor contracts

and the granularity of this cannot be disclosed per the agree-

ments. Pahlavan et al. investigated implant costs from six

manufacturers at 45 medical centers. They found wide vari-

ation in costs of spinal implants between centers [34].

Finally, we discussed above the short time horizon of 2-

years. Long-term revision rate will be critical for a realistic

analysis.

It should also be highlighted that we utilized direct,

actual cost for our cost metric. This provides a hospital per-

spective in terms of cost-effectiveness. We have previously

published that using actual cost versus the typical cost-

effectiveness metric of Medicare Allowable rates increases
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the overall cost side of the equation [35]. This is another

potential cause for the high cost/QALY values. Using MA

rates provides a societal perspective but does not account

for the wide variability in implant density, implant selec-

tion, or biologic utilization.

In conclusion, we assessed 2-year direct cost and cost-

effectiveness. The QALY gained at 2-years is similar

between patients undergoing either posterior-only or com-

bined AP approaches. Posterior-only approach is less

expensive at index surgery, but this margin decreases at 2-

year follow-up. Both approaches were not cost-effective at

2-year follow-up. Since the durability of treatment has an

impact on cost-effectiveness, further study with longer-fol-

low-up is necessary.
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